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There are some things you learn best in calm, 
and some in storm.  
        — Willa Cather
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Invocation

dreams and illusions 
currencies of the old world 
now closed for repairs
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The Sandpiper’s Spell 
 Part 1

the marauders of dawn 
veer along shore  
where a waning tide has left  
a crescent of cooler sand

the hard pan makes 
for swift advance 
and the trail discernible 
a band now drunk  
on its own velocity

appetite propels them onward 
to the facing beaches  
where the Atlantic 
gathers at the corners  
of Salt Run

waters of the Ancient City 
Anastasia and the inlet 
mingle with the River of Blood

 Matanzas 

on nor’easterly winds  
winter’s tempest has washed ashore 
tragedy with treasure 

 and lovers lost
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while mating in moonlight 

 ambushed

buffeted about 
 shells cracked 
the soft sweet meat 
 of a midnight feast

carnage left strewn across a sand pile  
a half claw or back leg of ghost crab 
picked apart by early risers

I shadow trident footprints 
chasing the dawn over dunes 
stalking sideways-listing foam chasers

our silence overtaken by the  
uproar of seagulls 
a sphere of white down 
and a daybreak of fluff

the realm of night crawlers 
 foreclosed 
bleached now by daylight 
under the assault

 of wind

      and flight

 and trumpets



73

I dream of kumquats

the sky overcast 
with meringue

throws shadows on silk
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Glow

in a hand-held mirror 
the space cowboy  
finds an angel’s face

his narrow waist 
a cactus squeezed for water 
parched in dry season

he stilt-walks the night 
a net high in the heavens 
catching star splinters

bleaching his bones 
in sky light

sanitizing leftover dreams

the rough sound of 
metal scrubbers 
scouring porcelain prayers
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